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Abstract

Many non-photorealistic rendering techniques exist to produce artistic effects from given images. Inspired by various artists, interesting effects can be produced by using a minimal rendering, where the minimum refers to the number of tones as well as the number and complexity of the primitives used for rendering. Our method is based on various computer vision techniques, and uses a combination of refined lines and blocks (potentially simplified), as well as a small number of tones, to produce abstracted artistic rendering with sufficient elements from the original image. We also considered a variety of methods to produce different artistic styles, such as colour and two-tone drawings, and use semantic information to improve renderings for faces. By changing some intuitive parameters a wide range of visually pleasing results can be produced. Our method is fully automatic. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method with extensive experiments and a user study.
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1 Introduction

Image based non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) has proliferated over the last few years, and applications such as Photoshop contain numerous effects for modifying images. NPR not only provides a more artistic style but also gives a more abstracted presentation of image (or video) contents such that the burden of perceptual understanding in communication is reduced. Many of these effects operate on a region basis (e.g. mosaic [1], stained glass [2]), build up the output image by applying a vast number of strokes (e.g. [3–6]), or apply low level filters to produce a variety of effects (e.g. [7,8]). However, while such approaches are effective, they are limited in terms of their ability to perform substantial simplification whilst retaining the essence of the image. Generating a sparse (and possibly abstracted or caricatured) rendering of an image such as the line drawings by Matisse or Picasso is a more challenging task.
Fig. 1. Mona Lisa rendered in different styles. a) original, b) line drawing, c) image abstraction [9], d)-i): six styles of the proposed approach in this paper (2 tone, 3 tone, lines & diffuse colour, pyramid with abstracted tonal blocks, textured tonal blocks, dithered background with lines, flat colour and eye cut-outs).

In this paper we continue with the traditional bottom-up approach, and in particular take Kang et al. [10] as our starting point. They extract lines by applying a difference of Gaussians (DoG) filter followed by thresholding. Their contribution is to reduce fragmentation and extract highly coherent lines by adaptively determining the shape and orientation of the filter kernel from the local image characteristics. The DoG is applied in the direction perpendicular to the largest intensity contrast, as specified by the local edge flow. In turn, this is determined by performing non-linear vector smoothing of the edge tangents, using a bilateral filtering type approach, so that strong edge directions are preserved while weak edge directions are modified to follow dominant edges. At each pixel in the image the curvilinear centre line of the kernel is created by following the local edge flow a fixed distance upstream and downstream. The second dimension of the kernel is formed by expanding the centre line in the direction perpendicular to the edge flow. The line drawings produced by Kang et al.’s method can be attractive, but as with the previously cited methods, they cannot be directly modified to perform substantial abstraction, as shown in figure 1b.

In contrast, the work by Song et al. [9] is specifically designed to produce highly abstract images, reminiscent of the paper cutouts by Matisse. An example is given
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in figure 1c. The image is segmented at multiple scales using the normalised cut algorithm and a variety of simple shapes (e.g. circles, triangles, squares, superellipses and so on) are fitted to each region. The system automatically chooses the shape that best represents the region; the choice is made via a supervised classifier so the “best shape” depends on the subjectivity of a user. A consequence of this approach (and many others that aim for high levels of abstraction [11]) is that it is unable to capture the nuances necessary to produce, for instance, an identifiable portrait.

The aim of this paper is to use Kang et al.’s method to provide the detailed content from an image in the form of coherent lines, and to combine it with dark and light blocks that capture the overall tonal balance of the image, and which, inspired by Song et al., are extracted from the image and then simplified and rendered in various ways. By combining abstraction along with a limited amount of readily recognisable detail, we can produce effects reminiscent of Warhol’s 1980’s portraits which mixed and overlaid line drawings, photographs and coloured geometric blocks such as rectangles. In addition, we consider applying some decorative effects to the blocks, in a manner inspired by Matisse who sometimes included a field of patterns overlaid on a flat background. Combining dark and light lines over a gray background has been shown to effectively capture 3D shape [12,13], in which ridge detection methods are used to extract the lines, and combined with toon shading. These works however are based on rendering input 3D objects while our work takes images as input which are more widely available.

We also consider improving the rendering by incorporating semantic information to ensure that faces (which are considered highly salient for human perception) are treated correctly. Not only does this enable more flexible treatment of the rendering, but allows us to direct the low level image processing to produce more visually pleasing results.

This paper is a substantial extension of our previous conference version [14] with significant extended algorithms mainly in section 3 (automatic model selection, double response suppression, colour and two tone rendering, face aware rendering) and additional experiments including a user study in section 4.

![Fig. 2. Portrait of Sigmund Freud.](image)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

As an example, several different rendering styles of the Mona Lisa have been given...
in figure 1(d-i), demonstrating the variety of effects that we can produce. A further example is given in figure 2; the silkscreen print portrait of Sigmund Freud made by Andy Warhol in 1980 is shown in figure 2a. Starting from a similar photograph (figure 2b) our algorithm also produces a rendering containing lines and blocks (figure 2c).¹

Although the concept has been recognised for a decade [15], to date, there have been few image based minimal rendering techniques. The two most notable are the recent methods by Mould and Grant [16] and Xu and Kaplan [17], which are both based on segmentation to create an initial binarised image that is subsequently refined. A more specialised technique was presented by Meng et al. [18] who produce a paper-cut style rendering for human faces. This consists of a two tone output, with the foreground consisting of a single connected region. Our method also starts with regions, but then combines them with a sparse set of coherent lines. This, along with an additional mid-gray tone ensures that sufficient detail is included such that the regions can become highly abstracted whilst the rendering still recognisably resembles the original image. Most recently, Winnemoller et al. [19] describe an extended version of Kang et al.’s method; namely XDoG. The DoG is modified so that the strength of the inhibitory effect of the larger Gaussian is allowed to vary according to some parameter, and the output is further modified by an adjustable thresholding function that allows soft thresholding. In total there are seven basic parameters that control aspects such as the strength of the edge sharpening effect, contrast etc. This enables a variety of styles to be generated, such as pastel, woodcut, and, most similar to our results, a soft binary rendering which can include negative lines. However, by using explicit region representation our proposed method has more flexibility regarding abstraction, and moreover uses a fixed set of parameter values.

There is some related work that uses 3D models to generate minimal renderings. Buchholz et al. [20] use segmentation of 3D models in image space to generate abstracted binary renderings, while Bronson et al. [21] generate binary stencils (self connected sheets). Both methods focus on regions; compared with the image based methods they can better capture the object’s shape given the available 3D information.

The contribution of the paper is to introduce a novel insight of a class of artistic rendering as a perceptually minimal rendering model. Rather than a unique and precisely quantifiable mathematical solution, our concept of minimality leads to a variety of renderings which aim to balance multiple factors, including recognisability, aesthetics, and number and complexity of elements. In practise it is not possible to exactly quantify these factors, and so we seek to achieve practical solutions. A variety of techniques from computer vision have been incorporated to approach this

¹ Since the contrast is so low on the left hand side of Freud’s face and body, we are unable to recover some details (unlike Warhol who manually overlaid lines to reconstruct details missing from the photograph).
goal. More specifically, a careful combination of refined lines and blocks, together with a small number of tones have been combined to produce visually pleasing and recognisable artistic renderings with recognisable information using a set of “least complicated” primitives. During this process, some aesthetic criteria are also naturally taken into account, e.g. tonal balance is retained since significant dark or light regions are reproduced using blocks in the output image. This is related to the work by Rivotti et al. [22] where combinations of different primitives are used for aesthetic non-photorealistic rendering from 3D models.

2 Basic Method

![Basic algorithm pipeline](image)

Fig. 3. Basic algorithm pipeline.

![Resulting images at different stages of the algorithm pipeline](image)

Fig. 4. Resulting images at different stages of the algorithm pipeline. The middle section shows how the initial tonal blocks (first column) are cleaned up using mathematical morphological filtering (second column), grabcut (third column), and simplification (fourth column). The tonal blocks and lines can be combined to produce a variety of styles (rightmost section).

The motivation of our algorithm is to model the open problem of artistic rendering
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as using a set of “least complicated” primitives to approximate the input image, while maintaining the rendered image as recognisable as possible. We use dark and light blocks (potentially simplified) to lay out the overall tone balance. A small number (typically between 3 and 10) of tones is used instead of two as our observation shows that much more information can be preserved, using only the small perceptual overhead of one or a few extra tones. Refined and simplified coherent lines are further overlaid to enhance the visual richness while keeping the perceptual overhead well controlled.

The pipeline of the basic algorithm is given in figure 3, with figure 4 showing the resulting images at different stages. If the input is a colour image, we first convert it to grayscale. To avoid fragmented lines being produced in the output rendering for noisy images, we estimate the noise level using [23] and apply denoising if this exceeds some threshold. Hysteresis thresholding [24] is applied to the edgels to reduce fragmentation and enhance coherence. Area-based morphological opening and closing operations [25] are used to produce smoother grayscale images. This has been used for pre-processing noisy images and post-processing combined line and tonal block images. The essential components are discussed in detail later this section, including three tone drawing and extraction of refined dark and light blocks. We will discuss further improvements/extensions in the next section.

2.1 Three tone drawings

Kang et al.’s method was developed to draw both black and white lines on a gray background. Adding white lines allows highlights to be included, and can substantially enhance the impression of three dimensional structure. The effectiveness of this approach is well known to traditional artists, often appearing, for example, as chalk and charcoal drawings. An alternative way to indicate three dimensional shape would be to use cross hatching, but our philosophy of minimal rendering favours the approach we have taken of maintaining a small number of strokes with only the small perceptual overhead of one extra tone.

Processing is straightforward: lines are extracted from both the image and its inverted version, and then combined such that at each pixel the output tone is black (white) if there only exists a black (white) line. Otherwise (if no lines or both black and white lines are present at that pixel) the output tone is gray. This can be computed using the following \[ \frac{\text{lines}(I) + \text{lines}(\overline{I})}{2} \] where \( I \) is the input image, \( \text{lines}(\cdot) \) is the tone output from the line detector, and bars denote inversion. (In fact, for better perceptual effect we prefer to remap the midgray intensity to 20% density.)

Figure 5 demonstrates how an additional tone enables extra details to be picked up (e.g. along the nose and lips) that are missed in the black and white drawing. In comparison with an optimally three tone thresholded version [26] our three tone drawing provides a clearer, more readily identifiable depiction.
2.2 Dark and light blocks

For some images their nature is better captured by the rendering if their overall tonal balance is approximately retained. For instance, perceptual studies have demonstrated that when subjects are shown line drawings of faces, the inclusion of dark and light regions greatly improved identification [27]. Therefore we wish to extract and render regions from the image that represent significant tonal blocks. We consider these blocks to be dark and light regions which we would like to
locate automatically. Unfortunately, automatic and reliable image segmentation is in general an unsolved problem – thus whatever scheme we use we can expect some errors. With traditional NPR techniques that employ a huge number of individual strokes, individual erroneous strokes are hidden amongst the mass of their neighbours. Given our sparse rendering, errors, especially with regard to blocks, are much more exposed. Nevertheless, we will later describe some strategies for reducing the effects of such artifacts.

We note that the combination of lines and tonal blocks was originally applied to the rendering of faces [28] for data compression. The thresholded image intensities were combined with the extracted lines using a logical AND such that the dark tonal blocks were retained while light tonal blocks were ignored. More recently a similar approach was taken by Gooch et al. [29] who stated that the intensity threshold value was “chosen manually according to taste”. In contrast, we desire an automatic method which is reasonably reliable and accurate, and can also be applied to a wider range of image types beyond just faces with uncluttered backgrounds.

2.2.1 Tonal block extraction

Since we want dark and light regions, image thresholding seems a reasonable starting point. Hundreds of algorithms exist [30] and we choose the standard algorithm by Otsu [31] which determines the threshold that minimises the within class variance of the two groups of pixels separated by the thresholding operator. To extract significant tonal blocks, an efficient implementation [26] of a multi-threshold variant is used; i.e. $n$ thresholds are selected to minimise the within class variance across the $n + 1$ groups of pixels. If two thresholds are selected this would generate three classes of pixels which could be considered as dark, medium intensity, and light. However, given the inevitable thresholding errors that will occur for some images, we take a more conservative approach and select three thresholds so that the dark and light classes are separated by a double class of intermediate intensity pixels. The rationale is that under-representing the dark and light blocks is preferable to over representing them.

The thresholding provides a global histogram based criterion for classifying pixels into tonal classes. This typically results in noisy and fragmented dark and light blocks which need to be cleaned up. Two steps of post processing are employed which take local spatial information into account. First, a standard mathematical morphological opening and closing is applied which removes isolated small, or thin regions. A sufficiently large structuring element is used to ensure that the majority of spurious clutter is removed, and consequently the remaining regions are substantially distorted. The purpose of the second step is to rectify this, and moreover improve the segmentation of the tonal blocks. Colour information is often used in image segmentation [32] instead of just intensity. In our case we use a segmentation technique for refinement of the tonal blocks. Grabcut [33], initialised by the output of the mathematical morphological operations, provides an effective solution. As-
sume the tonal region (either dark or light) is denoted as $R$. We use morphological
dilation and erosion operators with a fixed width (typically chosen as 50 pixels) to
obtain expanded or shrunk regions, denoted as $R_+$ and $R_-$ respectively, to initialise
the grabcut model with $R_-$ as background, $R_+$ as foreground and $R_+ - R_-$ as the
unknown region to be optimised. Note that certain pixels having similar intensity
may be well separated in the 3-dimensional colour space. Having the boundary op-
timised to snap to significant boundaries in the colour image is thus much more
reliable. Colour information is also used in the generation of foreground and back-
ground Gaussian mixture models used internally in the grabcut algorithm. Thus
colour similarity helps to produce refined masks taking both tonal levels and the
colour similarity into account. The grabcut approach also allows the topology of
the masks to be changed, i.e. some holes in the masks may be automatically added
or removed. The process of extracting the masks is illustrated in figure 6.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig6}
\caption{Dark and light tonal blocks combined with dark and light lines (b and e), plus the
blocks simplified by models selected using BIC (c and f).}
\end{figure}

2.2.2 Model fitting

Having extracted accurately delineated blocks, they can now be rendered as they
are, or simplified and modified for artistic effect. As with the stylisation in [9]
simple geometric primitives can be fitted to the blocks using the invariant fitting
method of Voss and Süße [34] – we have used triangles, parallelograms and ellipses.
Alternatively, rather than using fixed shapes, the blocks can be simplified using
polygonal approximation [35].
2.2.3 Automatic model selection

The user can choose their preferred block stylisation method; alternatively, this task can be performed automatically for each tonal block. Previously, Song et al. [9] used a decision tree, but this required a cumbersome training process. In this work this is avoided by using the Bayes information criterion (BIC), which is well suited for this task since it is designed for selecting an appropriate model from a set with different numbers of parameters, as is the case for our different types of geometric models. The model selection process needs to balance the goal of reducing the fitting errors by also penalising the complexity (i.e. the numbers of parameters) of the model to avoid overfitting. This is done by minimising

\[ \text{BIC} = -2 \ln(L) + k \ln n \]

where \( L \) is the likelihood function for the estimated model, \( n \) is the number of data points, \( k \) is the number of free parameters to be estimated. If we assume that the residuals are normally distributed then

\[ \text{BIC} = n \ln(\sigma^2) + k \ln n, \]

where \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance of the error (i.e. the mean summed squared residuals).

Figure 7 demonstrates the above process of BIC guided model selection. The extracted tonal blocks are shown in figure 7b&e. It can be seen that after simplification the blocks are represented by polygons, triangles and parallelograms (figure 7c&f).

2.3 Rules for combining tonal blocks with lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lines</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>block</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>output</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1

Rules for determining the output tone (B=black, G=gray, W=white) to be rendered according to the tones of the lines and blocks (if present).

Having extracted the tonal blocks, a set of rules is required for determining how the various combinations and superpositions of lines and blocks of two tones plus gray background are rendered. This is given in table 1 which can be interpreted as drawing each line by its given tone unless there is a conflict with a line of the opposite tone or a conflict with a block. In the latter case, rendering the line takes precedence over the block. A black line over a white block can still be rendered black. However, a black line over a black block needs to be modified to be visible,
and is therefore rendered as gray. Inverting lines in this manner (i.e. modulated by their background) is a standard artistic technique, especially popular in woodblock illustration, and also used in previous artistic thresholding [17]. Perceptually more recognisable results are produced in our work than [17] by using one more tone.

The above rules are reasonable, but not the only possible choice. An example of commercial art that is close to our method is provided in figure 8 that demonstrates the combination of coloured regions and lines. Ignoring the red overlays, the poster also contains black and white blocks on a (yellow) background. Their rules cause overlaid blocks to modify colours of underlying blocks, e.g. for the amplifier white + white → black, white + black → yellow, etc. However, their scheme is more complex, since different rules are applied elsewhere, e.g. on the guitar white + white → yellow. Moreover, they include further rules for multiple intersections (e.g. the amplifier, guitar and white block: white + white + black → black, in which a double inversion has reverted to the original colour). Note that there are no special rules for modifying (e.g. inverting) overlaid lines.

Fig. 8. An example from commercial graphic art of combining coloured regions and lines.

The effectiveness of our rules is demonstrated in figure 7. Even when the tonal block is distorted by the fitting of a parallelogram for the man’s face in figure 7b the rules ensure that the line details are not obscured. A further good example is given by the rendering of the stripes on the right hand side of the man that is in the shadow.

Rather than render blocks as homogeneous we have experimented with incorporating a decorative pattern which is applied to (i.e. cut out from) each block. The
process of extracting the masks is illustrated in figure 6. Some examples using textured blocks are given in figures 1h, 18f and 25.

3 Extended Method

We now discuss some extensions or improvements to the basic method. Our method produces double responses for edges in the images which may not be ideal in some cases. We first look at possible approaches to suppress double responses while maintaining the visual quality of the output. Next, the problem of background clutter is addressed by performing foreground/background separation. We then consider how a multi-scale pyramid can be used to generate even richer results, at the cost of slightly more tones. Some variations of our basic method are then discussed, including coloured output and two-tone rendering. Many images contain human faces and more attractive rendering could be obtained with features such as human faces and eyes being detected and considered for emphasis or suppression.

![Fig. 9. A one dimensional signal (above), and responses of convolution by a LoG and $\frac{\partial G}{\partial t}$ (below).](image)

3.1 Suppression of Double Responses from LoG

Kang et al. [10] used the DoG filter to extract lines. However, the DoG filter responds to edges as well as lines. For simplicity, we analyse the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) rather than the DoG. From the Gaussian

$$G(t, \sigma) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma}} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2\sigma^2}}$$

the LoG is determined as

$$\nabla^2 G(t, \sigma) = \frac{\partial^2 G}{\partial t^2}(t, \sigma) = \frac{(t - \sigma)(t + \sigma)}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^5}} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2\sigma^2}}.$$
Modelling an ideal edge by the unit step function

\[ U(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } t \geq 0 \\
0 & \text{if } t < 0 
\end{cases} \]

the LoG response to an edge at the origin is given by the convolution

\[ \nabla^2 G(t, \sigma) \otimes U(t) = -\frac{t}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma^3} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2\sigma^2}}. \]

Thus, while the LoG response is zero directly at the edge (leading to Marr and Hildreth’s zero-crossing edge detector [36]), the extrema of \( \nabla^2 G(t, \sigma) \otimes U(t) \) are symmetrically displaced about the edge, and are located at \( t = \pm \sigma \), see figure 9.

![Fig. 10. a) input image; b) three tone rendering; c) mask for edge suppression (white pixels suppressed); d) white strokes suppressed at edges; e) suppression using dilated mask; f) suppression using illumination heuristic.](image)

The combined line and edge response is not problematic for Kang et al., but is advantageous, since it ensures that the drawing captures additional salient features. However, in the context of our three tone drawing, not only are light and dark lines detected, but both of the LoG symmetric responses about the edges are retained (i.e. the LoG minima from the convolved image are extracted as LoG maxima from the convolved inverted image), producing a double response. This is evident in figure 10b along the strong edge of the collar.

One possible solution to the double response is to suppress one of the edge responses, e.g. the white strokes. If edge detection is applied, then the edge response can be compared against the LoG response to determine if the image window is more like an edge or line, and then suppress it in the former case. For edge detection we use the derivative of Gaussian

\[ \frac{\partial G}{\partial t}(t, \sigma) = -\frac{t}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma^3} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2\sigma^2}} \]

which has the following edge response

\[ \frac{\partial G}{\partial t}(t, \sigma) \otimes U(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2\sigma^2}}. \]
At the location of the maximum of the LoG \((t = \pm \sigma)\) the response of the derivative of Gaussian will be greater than the LoG so long as \(\sigma > 1\). Figure 9 demonstrates how the derivative of Gaussian produces a higher response than the LoG at the edges, but a lower response at the valley at the right (which is matched in scale to the LoG).

When the derivative of Gaussian response is greater than the LoG response (during its application to the inverted intensity image for white stroke detection) edge suppression is performed by resetting the LoG to zero. However, the majority of the image is more edge like rather than line like (in figure 10c the line like pixels are coloured black), and the mask for retaining lines is sparse and thin. Consequently, since the image data does not perfectly conform to the line and edge models the line suppression tends to be excessive – see figure 10d. To counteract over-suppression the mask can be dilated; figure 10e shows reasonable results using a \(3 \times 3\) circular structuring element.

A second approach to suppressing the double edge responses is based on the human visual system. It has been shown that when shading information is ambiguous humans tend to assume that the source of illumination is from above [37]. While this is a heuristic that is not universally applicable, many images will fall into this category, and the fact that humans follow this strategy justifies its effectiveness. Using this lighting assumption, a double edge response leads to the expectation that while a white line above a dark line will look natural, the reverse will not hold. This leads to the following simple heuristic: in the three tone image remove white lines that are directly below dark lines.

For every black pixel at \((x, y)\), all white pixels at \((x, y + i); i = 1 \ldots D\) are reset to gray. Using a hysteresis approach, further white pixels are deleted: pixels \((x, y + i); i = (D + 1) \ldots 2D\) are reset to gray if all the previous pixels visited in the second step, i.e. \((x, y + D)\) to \((x, y + i)\), were white before suppression.

Particularly in densely textured areas the results are improved by suppressing the line suppression, and so the process is applied in reverse to restore white lines above black lines. For every black pixel at \((x, y)\), all deleted white pixels at \((x, y - i); i = 1 \ldots D\) are restored to white. The hysteresis approach is then applied to restore pixels in \((x, y - i); i = (D + 1) \ldots 2D\). The result of this approach is shown in figure 10f, where \(D = 6\).

A third alternative is to perform no double response suppression. Not only does this avoid potential errors introduced in the two suppression methods, but it can be justified by its similarity to unsharp masking, which enhances images by emphasising edges.
3.2 Foreground/background separation

So far, we have applied rendering uniformly across the image. While this is often satisfactory, there will be some images in which it is necessary to modify the level of detail according to the saliency of objects in the image. Thus, two factors need to be considered: how to measure saliency, and a means of modifying the level of detail. Ideally these should be automatic, and for the first part there are many algorithms available. However, after experimentation we have not found any that are consistently reliable over a wide range of images (e.g. see figure 11). Therefore we take a three stage semi-automatic approach: the user “scribbles” in the image so as to very quickly and roughly indicate the whereabouts of the foreground and background. This is used to initialise a supervised watershed segmentation [38] in which colour models are built from the scribbles. As with the previously discussed segmentation of tonal blocks, such a global approach produces a good overall estimate of the foreground regions, but tends to have inaccurate boundaries (see figure 11c). Therefore we use grabcut again to refine the boundaries (see figure 11g).

Several approaches were investigated to modify the rendering based on the saliency map or foreground/background mask. The first two modified the input image before applying the basic three tone drawing method. Either the input image was blurred according to saliency, or else its contrast was reduced according to saliency. To modify the contrast the image’s edge map was reduced according to saliency and then Poisson reconstruction [39] applied. The third method takes the basic three tone drawing generated from the input image and reduces the contrast of lines according to saliency. To avoid abrupt change in the output across the mask boundary, a small width of transition is added to smoothly interpolate between 0 and 1.

The need for figure/ground extraction is demonstrated in figure 11, which is a challenging example; the highly textured wall results in a profusion of background lines that swamp the figure of the boy in the foreground (figure 11h). Salience maps from [40–43] are displayed in figure 11a,b,e and f. While they are moderately effective at highlighting the boy they are too irregular and/or diffuse, and tend to miss parts. Consequently the rendered lines produced from the respective blurred input images are unsatisfactory (examples for the latter two are shown in figure 11i and 11j). We have tried further to refine the automatically extracted saliency map using turbo pixels [44], but the results are still not robust enough for general input images. In comparison, the scribble selected foreground mask clearly highlights the boy with only minor segmentation errors (figure 11g). The image is then blurred according to the mask (figure 11l), and the rendering successfully captures the boy with the wall still indicated but not dominating (figure 11k). For comparison, the alternative methods of using the foreground mask to modify the rendering are also shown. After the contrast of the background in the original image has been reduced using Poisson reconstruction (figure 11m) the basic three tone rendering in figure 11n is produced. It is very similar to the drawing from the blurred image (figure 11k) although the background lines are thinner. Figure 11o shows the back-
Fig. 11. Incorporating salience to modify level of detail: (d) original image, (a) salience map using method by [40], (b) salience map using method by [41], (c) salience map using method by [42], (f) salience map using method by [43], (c) mask after supervised watershed segmentation [38] showing initial scribbles for foreground and background, (g) mask after refinement with Grabcut [33], (h) our basic three tone rendering, (i) three tone rendering after image is blurred using salience map from [42], (j) three tone rendering after image is blurred using salience map from [43], (k) three tone rendering after image is blurred using foreground mask, (l) image blurred using foreground mask, (m) background contrast reduced using Poisson reconstruction, (n) three tone rendering from Poisson reconstruction, (o) background lines from our basic three tone rendering rescaled (giving five tones).

ground lines rescaled; using the background mask the intensities of both the light and dark lines are mapped to 230 and 120 (while the midgray intensity is unaltered) to reduce their contrast. Although quite attractive (the boy is clearly highlighted) it is also more revealing of minor inaccuracies of the foreground mask.
3.3 Rendering pyramid

Earlier we showed that adding a third (gray) tone allowed the rendering to better capture an image’s characteristics. Continuing this theme, we consider further increasing the number of tones, as a consequence of embedding the rendering in a multi-resolution framework. One approach for this would be to apply Kang et al.’s DoG detector with a range of kernel sizes to the input image. Instead, we choose to fix the kernel size, and apply the line detector to the image at different resolutions within a pyramid. The full three tone rendering method is applied at each resolution, and the outputs are rescaled to the full image size before being combined by simple averaging. Combination rules are thus applied to each level of resolution independently – this simple strategy avoids a combinatorial explosion in the number of rules. This approach also means that lines drawn at low resolution are made thicker after rescaling, which emphasizes the salient lines. While resizing could be done using methods such as bilinear interpolation we use instead simple pixel replication followed by a small amount of Gaussian blurring which produces a smoother, more pleasing effect. Whichever of the two resizing methods is used, the interpolation or blurring will create new intensities that were not in the down-sized image. Since we wish to retain a limited tonal palette, the intensities in the resized image are mapped onto the closest intensities in the down-sized image.

How many tones does the mean image contain? Consider the general case of combining $n$ images each containing the same $t$ tones. The upper bound on the number of resulting mean tones will occur when each unique combination of tones produces a mean that is distinct from all other tonal combinations. The number of combinations of $n$ items with repetition allowed from $t$ items is \( \binom{n+t-1}{n} \). For the example three level pyramids used in this paper the final rendering is still relatively minimal, containing \( \leq \binom{5}{3} = 10 \) tones.

![Fig. 12. Rendering using the pyramid: a) original image, b) three tone rendering at bottom level, c) three tone rendering at middle level, d) three tone rendering at top level, e) mean of all renders from the pyramid.](image)

Figure 12 demonstrates the application of the pyramid. Three tone renders from each of the three levels (without any morphological cleaning) are shown. The levels are combined into the mean image (with morphological cleaning, smoothing and intensity remapping) in figure 12e. Note the emphasis of significant lines in the final rendering by their detection and thickening at the higher levels of the pyramid.
3.4  Effects with colour

![Fig. 13. Combining black and white lines with abstracted colour.](image)

(a) original image,  
(b) quantised colour map,  
(c) colour map after dilation,  
(d) after morphological opening,  
(e) after variable intensity increase,  
(f) final rendering with lines.

A modified version of our rendering pipeline has been produced that incorporates colour. The input image is first blurred, and the colours are quantised using K-means clustering of the CIE Lab histogram [45], which is a simpler approach than more sophisticated alternatives such as [46]. Next, since the number of clusters is affected by the number of histogram bins the process is run several times with different settings (5, 10, . . . 30 bins in each dimension). The best colour clustering is selected by maximising the overlap between the boundaries in the quantised colour image \( C = \{ C_i \} \) and the black lines extracted from the original image \( L = \{ L_i \} \). Overlap is measured by computing

\[
\frac{1}{|C|} \sum_{C_i \in C} \min_{L_j \in L} ||C_i, L_j|| + \frac{1}{|L|} \sum_{L_i \in L} \min_{C_j \in C} ||L_i, C_j||
\]

where the minimum distances are efficiently calculated using the distance transform.

An optional second step can be applied to generate a diffuse colour effect. To this end, the colour regions are blurred, and their intensity is increased at their boundaries. To make the effect apply more strongly at high contrast boundaries the quantised colour image (figure 13b) is edge detected and the edges are dilated to produce a weighting map – see figure 13c. A morphological opening is further applied to simplify the weight map (figure 13d), followed by smoothing. After increasing the intensity according to the weight map, plus applying a further overall brightness increase to enhance the black lines (to be added in the last step), the result is shown in figure 13e. It can be seen that although the colours have been quantised such that
the sky contains several bands of blue, the low edge strength has ensured that there is only a small intensity change at their interface in the colour map (figure 13e), preventing an ugly artifact. This is further reduced by smoothing, after which the black and white lines are overlaid to produce the final result – see figure 13f.

While it might be expected that the distortion of the colour boundaries caused by the blurring for the diffuse effect would have an adverse effect, in fact this is not the case due to the presence of the lines. In the early days of poster design it was standard practice to use black outlines to cover the slight gaps and overlaps between regions of colour that occurred due to the imprecision of the printing process [47].

Combining simplified colour images with lines has been done by previous authors (e.g. [7,48]). However, they tend to just add black lines, and not white lines as we have done.

3.5 Two-tone drawings

A different modification of our rendering pipeline dispenses with all intermediate tones and colours, and generates a two tone rendering. The dark tonal blocks are generated as before except that two threshold classes are used instead of four, and then the dark and light lines are simply directly overlaid (without applying the special combination rules). See figures 17c, 18c and 19c for examples.

![Fig. 14. Improving rendering using face detection and tonal block suppression. a) original image, b) three tone rendering without face detection, c) detected face mask, d) detected skin pixels (black), e) our rendering (3 tones).](image)

3.6 Face processing

Our basic rendering pipeline was made available online (http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/npr/) and user feedback indicated that a recurring failing occurred when the tonal blocks covered the face. Even though the combination rules ensured that the facial details were still fully captured, the sensitivity of the human visual system to the face meant that examples such as those in figure 14b were considered unattractive. As
human faces appear very often in many images, we use face detection to (optionally) suppress tonal blocks on faces. Faces are first detected with a fast object detection algorithm using boosted cascading classifiers with Haar-like features [49], as shown in figure 14c. The output of the face detector as shown in this example is not very accurate. This is sufficient for many applications, but for the purpose of rendering, inaccuracy will incur artefacts. To improve the accuracy and robustness, we also use skin detection [50] to find those skin-like pixels as shown in figure 14d. Only those pixels belonging to both masks are recognised as part of the face, and those pixels are used to build a more accurate image specific skin model. Those refined skin pixels will be removed from the tonal blocks before running grabcut, and are also excluded from grabcut optimisation to prevent them being included again. The result with face and skin tonal block suppression is given in figure 14e.
A second problem that is perceptually important occurs when the eyes are poorly drawn. In figure 15 we see that although the basic lines capture the eyes, the final refined dark tonal block also includes the eyes. The combination rule for dark line overlayed on dark tonal block means that the resulting output is gray, causing some of the eye detail to be lost (see figure 15e). However, the eye detection system can be used to provide a mask specifying that in that area of the rendered image the (black and white) lines are directly overlayed (without using the combination rules). In addition, these lines have a reduced amount of morphological filtering applied (the size threshold is halved) since it is preferable to potentially include some unnecessary clutter in the eye region if it ensures that the necessary eye detail is more likely to be retained. Eye detection can also be used to produce some artistic effects. For example, figure 19 combines direct cutout of eyes with rendering of the remaining image (and thus has the eyes emphasised).

Fig. 18. Comparison with Xu and Kaplan. a) original image, b) rendering from [17], c,d) our 2, 3 tone renderings, e) our rendering (triangles fitted to tonal blocks) f) our rendering (textured tonal blocks).

Fig. 19. Comparison with Xu and Kaplan. a) original image, b) rendering from [17], c,d) our 2, 3 tone renderings.

Fig. 20. Comparison with Orzan et al. a) original image, b) rendering from [48], c) our rendering (3 tones) d) our rendering (lines and colour).
Fig. 21. Comparison with Wen et al. a) original image, b) rendering from [11], c) our rendering (3 tones) d) our rendering (lines and colour).

Fig. 22. Comparison with Winnemöller et al. a) original image, b) rendering from [19], c) our rendering (2 tones) d) our rendering (3 tones), e) our rendering (region simplification).

4 Results

For simplicity the rendering algorithm has assumed a standard image size of about 1 megapixel (the examples in this paper were mostly 1 megapixel ±20%), and the basic algorithm’s parameter values (which were used for all the results in the paper) have been set as: for hysteresis thresholding $T_U = 200$ and $T_L = 100$; if the noise level is $>2$ then the size value for area based opening and closing is 16; before grabcut refinement the tonal blocks are simplified using area based closing and opening with sizes 9000 and 1000 respectively, followed by an opening with a circular structuring element of diameter 31; the final filtering of the rendering uses an area based opening and closing of size 32.

Programs were run on a 2.40 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo with 4GB of RAM. For 1 megapixel images the run time of our basic method was about 20 seconds using our unoptimised code.

Figure 16 shows an example from Gooch et al. [29] where their drawing is generated by performing a logical AND of the thresholded raw and line detected images.
Their thresholds are carefully tuned, and they are able to achieve high quality results. Our rendering using a three level pyramid also captures the subject’s resemblance from the input photograph, but the extra tones enable detailing (such as the beard) and subtleties (such as the bridge of the nose) to be retained.

Figure 17 shows an example from Mould and Grant [16] who combine a base layer (computed using graph cuts) with a detail layer (computed by local thresholding). Their results are attractive, but have a photographic appearance to them, as opposed to our renderings which look more hand drawn. In addition, even in just our two tone and three tone versions, features such as the eyes and hands have been more clearly delineated.

Figure 18 shows an example from Xu and Kaplan [17] who oversegment the colour image and then optimise the assigned segment tones (black/white) according to their intensity, boundary contrast, etc. Thus segments are sometimes inverted from their natural tone so as to maintain boundaries (cf. our rules for overlaying lines and blocks). However, compared to our results, their stylisation destroys or distorts a lot of important detail (such as the eyes). Figure 18e shows how we can increase the degree of abstraction (by fitting only triangles to the tonal blocks) but still retain detail using the lines. A second example from [17] is given in figure 19. To ensure a contrast between the tree and both the building and the sky, Xu and Kaplan introduce a feature crossing through the tree, and obtain the result in figure 19b. Our three tone version adequately represents tree, building and sky; the sky is correctly rendered as a white tonal block, although due to its relatively thin branching structure the tree is not detected as a black tonal block (it is removed by the morphological cleaning step). All three objects are also rendered well by our two tone version – the white lines ensuring that the tree is separated from the background.

Figure 20 shows an example from Orzan et al. [48] who extract edges at multiple scales, and then reconstruct the image from the salient edges (those with large lifetime) by solving a Poisson equation. In addition, in figure 20b they overlay a rendering of the edges with their width proportional to their lifetime. Our colour rendering (figure 20d) is qualitatively similar, although note that the line details are rather clearer.

Figure 21 shows an example from Wen et al. [11] who perform interactive segmentation, region simplification and shrinking, and colour modification. Our automatic result in figure 21c fits the geometric models with the exclusion of polygons to increase the abstraction (e.g. causing the sand at the bottom to be represented by the rectangle).

Figure 22 compares the XDoG method with ours. Both methods are able to generate somewhat similar 2 tone results with inverted lines – this is demonstrated in the second and third columns. Note that while our results are strictly two tone the XDoG settings used here produced a soft thresholding effect. In addition, both methods are also capable of producing other styles of their own. The results of our method which cannot be directly achieved by XDoG are shown in the fourth and
fifth columns (3 tone without and with region simplification). The former preserves the tonal balance of the original image, while the latter demonstrates one of our stylisation effects. Using triangular abstraction for the statue’s base produces a relatively subtle effect, whereas abstraction using rectangles for the vase and flowers is more dramatic.

Figure 23 shows an example which highlights the limitations of the current method for extracting tonal blocks. Since the thresholding algorithm is applied to the gray level version of the image it is unable to extract meaningful tonal blocks (figure 23c). If colour blocks as described in section 3.4 are used instead then satisfactory results are obtained (figure 23d).

Fig. 23. Problems with tonal blocks. a) original image, b) gray level version of image used for thresholding, c) 3 tone rendering, d) line and coloured region rendering.

Fig. 24. Alternative rendering styles. a) original image, b) dotted lines, c) blurred pyramid.

There are many other modifications of our system pipeline that can be applied to produce alternative artistic effects. For instance, in figure 24b the method is inspired by Aubrey Beardsley’s pen and ink drawings that sometimes use a series of dots in place of lines. In our algorithm, the black lines overlaid with black tonal blocks are drawn as white dots. Since the lines are pixel images rather than strokes, the dots are generated by randomly sampling points in the line mask and then iterating the centroidal Voronoi diagram to produce a more regular stippling [51].
In figure 24c a more diffuse effect is generated compared to our normal pyramid based result by blurring the result pyramid, with the degree of blurring increasing at higher levels of the pyramid. In the example, the result at the scale of the input image is not blurred, at the next level Gaussian smoothing with $\sigma = 2$ is used, and at the next (top) level Gaussian smoothing with $\sigma = 4$ is used. Thus, although substantial blurring is applied which creates the diffuse effect, the lower levels of the pyramid retain sufficient detail to enable easy recognition of the image.

Figure 25 and figure 26 show various artistic rendering results. To provide a diverse collection of results we choose among the combinations of two tone or three tone, single level or pyramid-based, simplified or non-simplified blocks, textured or untextured blocks. As we noted before, the combination of lines and tonal blocks is capable of providing very effective renderings of faces [27], and this is further demonstrated in figure 27.

As the gallery shows, our pipeline works effectively on a wide variety of images. All the components in the pipeline are robust apart from the tonal block extraction, as discussed above. To obtain good results the input image has to satisfy certain requirements. First, it should have reasonably high contrast and resolution, otherwise desirable lines may be lost. Second, if the scene is too cluttered this will result in a rendering with visual clutter, although foreground/background separation can be used to alleviate this.

Finally, our line and tonal block rendering method captures the salient information in the image, and as such is useful for generating reduced resolution versions (i.e. thumbnails) of images. To enhance identity recognition we combine the three tone rendering (in which a lower threshold on morphological cleaning is required since the input image is so small) with the gray scale image by taking their average, and then further overlaying the black (white) tonal blocks by a logical AND (OR respectively). Experiments were made in which the black and white lines were logically combined in the same manner, but at such low resolution the lines were too thick (obliterating neighbouring detail) or too fragmented, and the results were unsatisfactory. Figure 28 shows the results of reducing the images to $48 \times 54$. Although in some cases the tonal blocks have failed to capture all the relevant dark areas in the image, the majority of important features are retained, and the lines have succeeded in enhancing the identity of the portraits.

4.1 User Study

It is a major challenge to evaluate the effectiveness of non-photorealistic rendering algorithms [52–54]. While aesthetic quality is largely subjective, the effectiveness of abstraction in non-photorealistic rendering can be measured more objectively. Thus we limit our user study to evaluate the effectiveness of abstraction only, i.e. to verify that our renderings preserve or even emphasise perceptually important features from the images. Previous work used the tasks of face recognition [29]
and a memory tile game [8] to demonstrate the advantages of their renderings over photographs. We adopt the memory tile game paradigm using faces for two reasons: it is more culturally neutral as compared to remembering names of people in face recognition tasks, and more fun as a game to potentially attract more volunteers. Face discrimination is a demanding task, requiring differentiation of subtle features, and so it is reasonable to use faces as a representative dataset and to expect that the findings will generalise to a wider image content (as done by [29,8]).

**Participants** We implemented our user study as a web-based game. 57 volunteers (25% female, ages 18-50) were involved, including undergraduates, post-graduate students and staff.

**Material** Unlike previous studies, we are more interested to see how our non-photorealistic rendering compared with other approaches, especially a human artist’s drawings. We use the full 150 faces in the first disc of the XM2VTS multi-modal face database [55] and the artist’s drawings from the CUHK Face Sketch Database [56], drawn by an artist with professional skills, based on the XM2VTS photos.\(^2\) We also generated results with typical renderings described in this paper, namely our 3-tone method and multi-scale pyramid (10-tone) version, as well as a standard mosaic style rendering [57] to provide a baseline; see figure 29 for some examples. The input images from the database are at 720 × 576 resolution. All images were first normalised into a standardised coordinate frame by translation and scaling using the manually marked coordinates of the eyes (provided also from the database). We used the same fixed settings as described in this section to produce our renderings, fully automatically. The images were then downsized to 200 × 250 resolution. This allows a reasonable grid of images to be displayed at the same time on a normal computer display. For our renderings, we used nearest neighbour interpolation (i.e. dropping out certain columns or rows of pixels) instead of say bicubic interpolation to avoid introducing more tones.

**Procedure** The memory tile game basically shows a 3 × 6 grid of cards with back side up and every time the player clicks a pair of cards they will be revealed for a short time (0.5 seconds in our experiments). If the cards uncovered by two adjacent clicks are matched then both cards are removed, otherwise they are reset to their previous state. Different from a traditional memory tile game, we asked the player to match grayscale photos with one of the four non-photorealistic rendering styles (including the human artist’s sketches). The time and number of clicks needed to complete the game are recorded. Players were first asked to play a trial version to familiarise themselves with the system followed by a testing mode where timings were recorded. Each player was asked to do all the four tasks with different non-photorealistic styles in a random order to avoid bias to expertise (which might favour later tasks) or concentration (which might favour earlier tasks).

\(^2\) Note that although some of the artist’s drawings show small distortions and pose change with respect to the original photographs, the portraits all preserve the true likenesses of the individuals.
**Results** Table 2 shows the statistics of our experiments. On average our 3-tone rendering achieves the minimal average time and number of clicks, performing even better than the human artist’s sketches. Our multi-scale pyramid renderings achieve similar performance with the artist’s sketches (slightly greater average time and slightly lower number of clicks). The mosaic results perform worst for both average time and number of clicks. It is not surprising as this rendering style loses many significant features potentially helpful for memorising and recognition. We use two-way ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) to analyse the data with the null hypothesis being no difference between two styles in this task, and $\alpha = 0.01$. For this task, our 3-tone drawing is comparable to the artist’s sketches, with a reduced average time and number of clicks ($p = 0.2145$ for time, and $p = 0.2646$ for number of clicks). Moreover, it is better with statistical significance ($p = 0.0018$ for time and $p = 0.0060$ for number of clicks) than mosaics while the other styles (even the artist’s sketches) are not statistically significantly better than mosaics.

**Discussion** Our experiment asked participants to match photos with non-photorealistic drawings. Our 3-tone rendering, which contains less detail than several of the alternative renderings, worked better on average for both times and number of clicks than our multi-scale pyramid rendering as well as artist’s drawings, both of which contain more detail (see figure 29 for examples). This shows that our minimal rendering is effective and beneficial for the task of memorising since it captures and retains salient features whilst discarding non essential features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3-tone</th>
<th>Pyramid</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Mosaic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Time (sec)</td>
<td>45.19</td>
<td>48.68</td>
<td>47.75</td>
<td>53.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.1297</td>
<td>0.0393</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Click Number</td>
<td>51.19</td>
<td>53.75</td>
<td>53.96</td>
<td>58.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td>0.1490</td>
<td>0.1217</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Statistics of user study experiments. All $p$ and $F$ values are calculated for the methods versus the mosaics. The degrees of freedom for all tests are one.

**5 Conclusion**

In this paper, aiming towards producing a minimal rendering of images, we propose a new algorithm to generate artistic renderings. Lines and blocks are extracted, simplified and appropriately combined to produce visual pleasing non-photorealistic rendering results. Combination of lines and colour is commonplace and generates attractive results (both in previous work and our results presented here). However,
tackling the minimal approach, and using just three (or a small number of) tones, is less straightforward. Our combination rules ensure that tonal blocks can be included to provide (sometimes essential) overall tonal balance, and details provided by the lines are also well retained. As there is no unique answer for artistic rendering, a variety of rendering styles (such as colour, 2-tone etc.) have been explored. All the examples presented in this paper are obtained fully automatically. Our algorithm generally works well for a variety of types of images, as demonstrated in the paper. For example, for images of faces its effectiveness at capturing the salient characteristics was verified by a careful user study.

The inclusion of dark and light tonal blocks greatly enhances the appearance of the renderings (as demonstrated by various examples throughout the paper). However, even with our two stage thresholding and grabcut approach it is not possible to ensure that no errors occur. Various techniques have been used in this paper to reduce these effects. The first is to replace the blocks by highly abstracted versions that simultaneously hides the faulty segmentation and provides an attractive stylisation. A BIC-based method is used to automatically determine the most appropriate abstraction balancing the complexity and accuracy of elementary shapes. The second is to use a multi-resolution framework so that a faulty segmentation at one level will often be partially rectified by the results at another level. Some rendering styles such as the colour diffusion style also help to hide inaccuracy in the tonal blocks.

A few further directions can potentially be explored in the future. As mentioned, our user study focuses on the abstraction aspect of rendering (i.e. representing features significant for recognition). In the future it would be interesting to evaluate the aesthetics of non-photorealistic renderings, but this is known to be difficult due to both the problem of quantifying aesthetics as well as its subjective nature [52]. Our current rendering process is primarily bottom up. Likewise, investigating the effect of varying the “minimality” of the rendering, while of interest, is complicated by the need for quantifying minimality; standard computational schemes, e.g. using entropy, are unlikely to correspond to perceptual judgments. A future goal is to incorporate semantic information since this would enable us to more closely approach the goal of minimal rendering, and a learning based approach using prior knowledge may be employed; similar ideas have been used for determining semantically meaningful line drawings from 3D shapes [58].
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Fig. 25. Three tone artistic renderings with various styles produced with our algorithm.
Fig. 26. Artistic renderings with two tone, 10 tone and colour produced with our algorithm.

Fig. 27. Two tone renderings of famous faces.
Fig. 28. Thumbnail renderings of famous faces.

Fig. 29. Examples of stimuli used for the user study. From top to bottom: photos, human artist’s drawings, 3-tone rendering, multi-scale pyramid rendering, mosaics.